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Ø Animal and plant breeding are dominated by the 
idea of prediction using linear mixed models.

Ø The idea of using a large number of DNA markers 
to predict phenotypes is called ‘genomic prediction’ 
(Meuwissen et al., 2001).

Ø This is a particular case of the ‘large p, small n’ 
paradigm.

Ø As a result, techniques such as ridge regression 
and a diversity of Bayesian methods are widely 
used.



Ø Data are relatively homogeneous, although large scale data 
collection using sensors is widespread, especially in plants.

Ø Confounding is easy to detect and treat.

Ø Data are large, environment is heavily controlled.

Ø Interpretation is not such a big issue (black boxes are welcome).

Ø Lots of effort in algorithmia, especially in animals.

Ø In plants, modeling the environmental trends is critical.

By comparison with biomedical applications



Morphological traits are highly heritable 
AND

extremely diverse

Identical twins 
Mark & Scott Kelly

(wikipedia) 



Ergo

Predicting shape from DNA must be 
possible 

?
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Our proposal
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Training Test

?

Prediction evaluated by cross-validation



Proposal: Deep Learning tools

From any kind of input (text, sound image, video…), any kind 
of output can be predicted



Proposal: 
Use ‘decoder’ part from ‘autoencoder’ architecture

• Input = Output
• ~ Non linear principal component analysis
• Here, we take the latent space as the DNA input



Convolution 
layers

Transposed 
convolutions

Downsampling Upsampling



Transposed convolution

https://towardsdatascience.com/transposed-convolution-demystified-84ca81b4baba



Architecture:

Dense 
layer Reshape Transposed 

convolution
Transposed 
convolution

x



Latent space coding: 
word2vec (Mikolov et al. 2013)

Each word is recoded in a n-dimensional real space (the 
embedding), which is obtained by training a neural 
networks that uses co-ocurrences of words in real text.  



Numerical operations on 
embeddings make sense!

Queen ~ King - Man + Woman



Extremely simple with keras + tensorflow



Experiment 1: 
Predict simple shapes from numbers

Ø Simulate ellipses / circles of different sizes from 
x/y axis ratios

Ø INPUT: 100 random snps and the two causative 
QTN, x and y

Ø OUTPUT: the shape 64 x 64 pixels
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Experiment 2: 
Predict shape and size from image
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Experiment 2: 
Predict shape and size from image

Shape Area



Experiment 3: Predict 3 D shapes

Input is shape QTNs and SNPs, output is 3D arrays. 
Decoder uses 3D deconvolution. 



Experiment 4: Cucurbit shapes

Ø Cucurbitacea, and C. melo in 
particular, hold probably the 
most diverse fruit morphology 
in the plant kingdom.

Ø We simulated shapes following 
a likely evolutive path.

Ø Noise was added to the shape 
image and neutral SNPs were 
also added to input.



Putative 
evolutive path 
(Harris, 1989)



Simplified assumed evolutive path

Ø Shapes simulated along a shape gradient QTN
Ø Shape image noise generated using an 

autoregressive process





Bonus experiment: 
from parents’ images to offspring image

1. Additivity: offspring contour is average of parent 
contours. 

2. Dominance: offspring contour is maximum of parent 
contours.

3. Imprinting: offspring contour is first parent contour.

4. Epistasis: offspring contour is average of parent contours 
transposed.

The architecture of the network is similar to an autoencoder, except that two 
images are used as input. These two images are internally processed and 
concatenated.
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